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ABSTRACT
We are beings with at once fragile and resilient senses. Each of us have a threshold that is
tested by auditory and visual stimuli that are
seemingly constant.
his can lead to discord driving poor
choices in resource allotment on a global and
for some, a personal scale.
On a global scale, frenzied and misguided journeys to capitalize on the earth’s riches
has led to exploitation of both nature and in
some cases, societies. At the time of writing,
the negative efects of these choices are at the
forefront of policy makers’ agendas. In the
United States, there are areas which are making the transition from industry to cognitive
markets better than others.
On a personal scale, transitioning from
one career to another, has been a thread of
reluctant self-discovery in my inquiries. Moving from a life where media and information
was encoded, processed, judged, manipulated,
and then delivered at lightening speeds to one
where I am fortune enough to research, plan,
dwell, converse, and meditate on media and
message is in retrospect been a larger part of
building my process than I had realized.

his is a hybrid essay of research, documentation, and personal narrative that will support
the materialization of my practice.
It seeks to funnel research centered on
sites related to crucial natural resources into
materials and interventions that transcend
speciicities of location, creating moments of
unity and relection. Hopefully, in these moments, the audience will be led to relection
on their intuition to create a better future.
he key themes and categories include
living with the duality of technology and
intuition and how my personal history has
motivated my pursuits with technology.
At the heart of my inquiry is examining
the role technology plays in an individual’s
and society’s development and how one can
move in and out of a larger environment by
deining their personal landscape through
technological terms.
he works that inform this thesis are,
Horizons, Listening to Coal, and Wave Counter. Horizons explores the duality of industry
by examining a submerged dry dock in the
Port of Providence illed with steamships
using primarily underwater and ambisonic
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acoustic recordings. Listening to Coal also
explores the duality of industry by examining
an abandoned coal mine that has been turned
into a museum through ambisonic recordings,
photographs, and video. Wave Counter is an
ongoing project that explores the duality of
technology through relecting on a naturalist’s practice and through embedding myself
into the work. he media used to explore it
are: video, photography, and audio recording.
In all projects, I’ve used media in immersive
audio installations, mixed media installations,
and webVR applications.
I selected the locations at the center of
each artwork because of their relation to the
allotment of resources whether it they are
busy port, a once booming coal mine, or a
protected yet precarious piece of seashore.
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INTRODUCTION
OCTOBER 10, 2019
“I’m currently driving to school in
Providence, RI from Cape Cod, MA ater
spending about an hour-and-a-half with David Sprang and his wife Gwen. It was a windy
sunny morning on a clif high above the East
coast of the Cape near Provincetown. here
sets a small wooden shed which serves as the
National Park Service’s Wave Observation
Lab. he three of us sat together on woven
folding chairs talking about the reason for my
visit.
David was one of the irst park rangers at the Cape Cod National Seashore in the
1960’s. He considers himself a naturalist and
an interpreter of the land and sea. As an educator during most of the year, he began giving
summer talks at the park so many years ago.
David and his wife Gwen are now volunteer
wave counters at this glacial clif located on an
abandoned Air Force radar station in Truro,
Massachusetts. heir service helps scientists
determine the energy of the ocean over time.
his is in part to understand erosion. For me,
the process holds diferent meaning.

Within moments of settling into his
folding chair, David had calculated the frequency, height, and directions of travel of the
ocean waves in our ield of view. He had held
out his thumb to the horizon for a bit and
counted internally the data describing the sea.
He noticed that there were three swells to the
right and very smaller swells to the let. He
said the swells to the right were the more important ones, that they had more energy and
they were rising every 10 seconds.
To be able to distinguish in a wide vista of water with countless white crests exactly
what he was looking for and the rhythm of
what he was seeing, was astounding. To me, it
just looked like a vast indistinguishable ocean.
I asked him how he was so quickly able to
identify the aspects he was looking for. He
chuckled and said he had been at it for a very
long time. Over the years he had acquired the
ability to look out and immediately tell what
he needed to handwrite in his logbook stored
in the shed.
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hat sort of oneness with the landscape and melding of consciousness with
your environment, is very poetic. At the clif
that day, the only distractions were the occasional bird. At one point, David reached in his
pocket to pull out a smartphone to show me a
couple of apps.
One was the NOAA app which allowed him to access the nearest buoy. It was
later apparent the buoy has the same purpose
he serves, to count the waves.
he access to latest technology was
not as interesting in that moment as the other
knowledge that David had. he wealth of the
stories and the interaction and the conversation that we were sharing were of more importance. Without advocating being a luddite,
I believe there is something lost when measurements and histories are solely contained
and communicated through technological
means. On the other hand, I do believe that
technology can serve humanity in ways which
we are not capable.
As David explained the history of the
observation lab which began with surveying
eforts in the Civil War era that then led to

an extensive translating of longitudinal and
latitudinal information into GPS coordinates
using ships and backpacks, a folklore of technology was unfolding told by a storyteller who
had a lair for simple analogies and who cared
deeply about the landscape and the preservation of the land. his irst-hand passing
of knowledge has a place in the history and
future of technological narratives.
He also shared the geological history
of the Cape and began to talk about the physics of the waves. While this is information
readily available on the internet, again something is lost in translation and the encoding
and decoding of the narratives that make up
discussions about technology and climate
futures.
When David asked me what my interest in “all
this,” waving his hand indicating the ocean
- I told him, that being from a land-locked
area, the ocean is a new place of exploration.
Previous to my move to Rhode Island to attend graduate school at the age of 42, I had
visited the ocean approximately eight times
in my life. I’ve never been to the West Coast
and never out of the country. Cape Cod is the
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FIG.1
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FIG.2

FIG.3

furthest North I’ve ever traveled. his is new
territory.
I felt talking to someone who has a
relationship with the ocean and land who
explains to others their personal meaning is
helping me identify why that location and
the practice of ield recording is special to
my artist practice. Looking at where technology serves the purpose of narratives and
where narratives serve technology in addition
to wanting to learn more about a successful modeling of preservation and in essence,
inding mentors for my inquiries is why I have
been driven to return this time, to this particular spot. It serves to bring a sense of peace
and a sense of something larger than me. I
hope to return.”
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Chapter One

Horizons
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I came to the wave counter almost a year ater
starting my research. It began by investigating the ideas of catastrophes. A few questions
drove these queries. Are catastrophes narratives that can be quantiied in data? In a catastrophe are you a bystander, a participant, or
a victim? Who owns and proits and disseminates that data? he scope and point of view
of a catastrophe are things to consider. he
scope of atermaths can be quantiied globally
and personally.
During the beginning of my research,
Rebecca Solnit’s book, A Paradise Built in
Hell: he Extraordinary Communities hat
Arise in Disaster, informed the framework of
my thoughts and echoed some of the questions I had about times in which the strength
of individuals and communities are tested. As
she questions: “Who are you? Who are we?
he history of disaster demonstrates that most
of us are social animals, hungry for connection, as well as for purpose and meaning. It
also suggests that if this is who we are, then
everyday life in most places is a disaster that
disruptions sometimes give us a chance to
change. hey are a crack in the walls that or-

dinarily hem us in, and what loods in can be
enormously destructive— or creative.”
As part of my previous career as a
journalist, I served as a ield producer during
the atermath of Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
My station arranged hanksgiving dinner and
a toy giveaway for the town of Bay St. Louis,
Mississippi. his small town was the Ground
Zero of the hurricane.
As altruistic as the activities were, it
was a bit self-serving as we were a corporation
that would be selling advertisements during the broadcasted activities. We would also
show the footage as promotional material for
the station. It was a diferent type of exploitation than what Solnit highlights in her book,
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“When the television stations and
newspapers were repeating rumors [of death
and destruction], they were helping to create
the profound social crisis Katrina had become.”
Even though our footage was of supericially positive events, it was still damaging to the image of the afected community.
he type of research involved in going out in
the ield was something that I greatly enjoyed
but was not able to do for all of my tenure at
the news station, barring that one large visit
to the Gulf Coast. I have bipolar disorder and
it has not always been managed well. hat
has afected my driving record and the type
of stress I can handle.
Working in a newsroom, there are
constant time pressures. You live in a sea of
scanner traic, walls of televisions broadcasting competing newscasts, overheard conversations, overheard telephone conversations,
monitors for social media feeds, monitors for
story line-ups, monitors for ratings, monitors
for radar, traic camera monitors, instant
messaging, angry calls from producers,
happy calls from producers, trolls on Face-

book posts, incoming calls from the government and public, an intercom with angry
messages from directors, at least 10 email
every 10 minutes, reading scripts, listening
to verbal instructions, listening to raw sound
and watching raw footage. You become adept
at keeping an ear out for changes in coverage, changes in shows, changes in personnel.
You are constantly on guard and constantly
churning out work. Once a piece of video
let my computer, it hit air. And that was for
a million viewers. hat was what a morning
was like when you came in at the middle of
the night and didn’t have a break sometimes
until 1pm. I was responsible for working
remotely with ield crews, locating archive
footage, locating national and international
footage, inding the right sound, the right
sequence of shots, and doing it quickly.
hose were on days where we didn’t
have breaking news. he bosses added more
and more hours to our coverage and began
to groom the younger, more educated, (I
didn’t have a BFA) employees to play with
the new technology. I was laughed at for my
ideas about tapping into new media. Our
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company was constantly automating. I saw the
writing on the wall a long time ago.
here were no boundaries in that business. I was skipping dentist visits, avoiding
landlords, and at one point consulted a doctor
about heart palpitations. I’ve missed seeing my
grandmother for the last time, missed countless holidays, and ielded at least two phone
calls where people were threatening to harm
themselves or the station.
here were some great parts about the
job and the people who I worked with and I
feel a bit of guilt for complaining.
However, I still longed to be in the
ield. One of my irst loves was photography
and ilm. here is something about being out
in the ield that does not match editing other
people’s views of the world. And when I found
out about ield recordings in graduate school, I
felt unlimited. Gone were the shackles of years
of people knowing I was not a “good investment” to send out into the ield and years of
me believing that I had lost the ability to capture my vision on celluloid or now on a digital
sensor and in digital audio form.
So, I set out to research the Port of Providence

researching the great hurricanes that afected
the city. It is vulnerable to not only natural disasters, but disasters instigated by the closeness
of industry. For instance, if another hurricane
were to hit, the hurricane gates would help,
but the byproducts of industries, like sewage,
would wash ashore
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and create chaos.
During a boat trip with a local nonproit, Save the Bay, I heard about a submerged
dry dock that once serviced steamships during
the heyday of the Industrial Revolution. Today,
it is a city park. A researcher at the University
of Rhode Island shared with me his research
covering the history of the era from pre-Columbian times to the current ight to preserve
the site as one would a historically important
landmark.
Besides an ainity for industrial landscapes, I was interested in the site for the connection to steamships which ran on coal which
was the main export of my home state of West
Virginia.
he combining and decoding of a
submerged landscape stitched to a terrestrial
landscape was my goal for gathering immersive media to later present in an immersive
space. Over a series of visits, I recorded the
sounds of the interstate, industrial activity, and
took visual records of the dry dock in various
stages of the tide.
While the beginning of the investigations were steeped in the research style and

methods of media gathering and presentathat I
had engaged in during my 16 years as a member of a news crew, a new practice of slowing
down the speed of intake and output – of attempting to bring in more relection began to
form. I was beginning to use my art to communicate about issues like industrial irresponsibility and media manipulation. hese views
had been repressed for years.
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Listening to Coal
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Silence is a luxury.
Silence requires an investment in time
and attention.
Some of the most formative moments
of my childhood were spent sitting on a porch
with my great-grandparents who rarely spoke.
Instead, they would taciturnly stare out into
the distance. Windchimes would occasionally
join us. But it was extreme presence without
verbal communication. Sitting very still. Being
very quiet.
While silence is a luxury, sound can
transport me, motivate me, move me to tears,
soothe me, substitute for the fuzz in my being.
he Shakespearean command is true: “If music
be the food of love, play on.”
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Moving from the sounds underwater to the
sights and sounds underground, I chose a
once operational coal mine near my grandmother’s hometown as the next ield recording location. It now is an exhibition space.
Besides the aesthetic qualities of the location, it it into my inquiries into places that
are afected by industrial cycles.
he communities in areas where
coal was once king have in general not
made the transition to a post-carbon world
successfully. Because I once lived and have
roots in these areas, I felt I could attempt to
start conversations that introduced nuance
about these issues.
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here, beyond the lights of the exhibitions and the sound of the rehearsed script of
my guide was a stillness and dark glistening
atmosphere that I recreated with directional
sound in webVR. he heavy breathing of my
guide, the crunch of gravel underneath our feet
were later combined with sounds of the coal I
brought back cracking under the pressure of a
vice.
I chose to create a claustrophobic WebVR experience to make the art accessible to
anyone with access to the internet. In it, the
user is the center of a world without ground,
deined walls, illuminated with only damp relective surfaces and a beam of light from above.
As another means of delivery, I set out
to create a VR mask designed to look like a
respirator. During that process, I designed 3D
printed lenses out of resin.
In exploring the submerged sounds of
the port and buried sounds, I’ve found a thread
that speaks to my history yet can serve as a
metaphor for the ever presence of technology
and its efects on humans.
I returned to the spot that inspired the journey
to record coal – Bold Point Park, where I un-

believably met a friend of a former coworker
who understood why I made a career change.
We talked about the industry changes as one of
the two pieces of coal I had brought back from
the mine burned in a grill.
he reoccurring theme of people’s narratives entering into my work again popped
up when a retired gentleman stopped by who
had a book, Rhode Island Memories, <author>
illed with pictures taken from the very spot we
stood, many, many years ago. In the black and
white photos, across the river, where the bike
path now lays were piles and piles of coal.
He looked at my Web VR page on
my iPhone, wandered out into the shore and
brought back what he called “spent coal.” He
said it was weird, he said he was weird. But he
liked what I was doing.
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CHAPTER THREE – WAVE COUNTER
Besides recording the information, David, the wave counter, is passing on knowledge.
Can he pass on that knowledge to me? By thinking about the process of his methodology, could
that help my artistic practice?
Unlike the area where the coal mine was
located, Cape Cod is a model for environmental
preservation. Beyond establishing the Cape Cod
National Seashore Park along a strip of beach
that is constantly eroding, the area has a long
history of being a haven for artists and researchers who perpetuate a love for the landscape.
In reviewing the audio interview of
David and his wife, these three quotes stood
out,“… the original size of this [he Cape] was
more than twice as big as what you see today.
It’s all eroded away. he glaciers melted and sea
level rose again. It’s been attacking.
“...Best way to think of a beach is a river
of sand…it’s always lowing. Always moving.
People come back every year and they think
that they are at the same beach, but they’re not
at all. It disappears in the winter and comes
back in the summer and very oten in a new

coniguration because of the winter erosion.”
By measuring by eye, there are no instruments…what the waves are every day, we can
get long-term averages.”
David has trained his senses like an artist would.
By using material investigations like
3D printing of images of the waves, montaging
video and audio from several visits to the wave
observation laboratory, and inally by interpreting the undulations, repetitions, and patterns in
the waves by hand carving in wood, I attempted
to train myself to understand the sea. But I was
also understanding how to sense then communicate through art.
he irst phase of understanding was interviewing David and Gwen. he second was to
return on my own to see if I could understand
without guidance. However, when I returned
without the wave counter and sat down and
tried to make sense of the choppy seas, I was
overwhelmed. For some reason, I expected an
ocean landscape to look diferent, but familiar
enough that I could get my bearings – see the
swells or lack of swells I saw before and make a
comparison.
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Not only was that unreasonable, but
it got to the heart of the investment of time
and attention that the wave counter has made
in his pursuits. As someone who has limited
time on the Cape, is that something that I can
expect to pick up in an hour? No, that’s unreasonable.
Ater the second trip, pouring through
video I and a classmate recorded, I watched
the slow-motion 4-minute video clip of a
wide vista of waves on continuous loop for six
hours.
As I watched the video of the waves
for hour ater hour, I discovered formal elements of the waves that could serve as metaphors. For instance, the waves are blurrier as
the footage moves along. However, there are
two times it comes into focus. It feels like the
earth is moving. here are times when there
are double and triple crests. At the beginning,
the waves are more modeled and look like a
deep texture. As far as exposure, the crests are
overblown. As the footage moves along, the
waves’ size decrease, is this exponentially?
Now, when I look at waves, I think about the
waves as they are, rotations in place, not as

moving horizontally- my way of thinking has
changed.
Also, while watching the video from one trip
while listening to the audio from another I
am folding in three diferent time dimensions.
his is to understand something that is timeless and eternal. We hope that the waves and
the ocean will always be in motion.
here is a moment when the camera
stops, and you can discern the waves moving
right.
Now, when I look at waves, I think
about the waves as they are, rotations in place,
not as moving horizontally- my way of thinking has changed.
Also, while watching the video from
one trip while listening to the audio from
another I am folding in three diferent time
dimensions. his is to understand something
that is timeless and eternal. We hope that the
waves and the ocean will always be in motion.
Attempting to understand something
that is frozen in time like the resin 3D printed
models, wooden replicas, and the slow-motion video, I am beginning to understand how
I can use technology to slow down my senses
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CONCLUSION

Looking at the pictures of the glacial
clif where the wave observation lab is, this
time with me in the role of watching the sea, I
realize that while I was out there, the pressure
to perform the act of counting the waves and
of the artist who is looking to understand was
something I had to push through.
In journalism, it was an old best practice not to put yourself in the story. hat is,
not make the story about you. hat practice
has fallen by the wayside in the industry. It is
beginning to fall by the wayside in my practice
via a very literal picture of me in the landscape.
I wonder how much I can push it and then recede again – this time not out of false modesty,
but out of my own aesthetics.
It is my hope my art conveys that
there is a responsibility inherent in the use of
technology, industry, and communication to
ourselves and to our communities.
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